HURRICANE DREAM WINS LISTED RACE, NOW 4 WINS IN 5 FRENCH STARTS
PROVES DERBY WAS ABBERATION WHEN BEATING DERBY FOURTH SUNDAY
JOUR DE GALOP PUBLISHER REMARKS RACE RESEMBLED ‘GROUP’ AFFAIR

Hurricane Dream not only triumphed in his first race since losing his unbeaten status in the Classic,
Group 1 French Derby when taking the Listed Prix Nureyev on Sunday, he showed that the Derby result
was all wrong, as in winning over the weekend he finished ahead of the Derby fourth Dawn Intello.
Pierre-Charles Boudot had ridden Hurricane Dream when the French colt won a Classe 1 allowance at
Longchamp in easy style. Boudot desperately wanted to ride the Mikael Mescam-trained colt in the
French Derby, but was unable to do so as he had to ride for his contract holder Andre Fabre. (His colt
finished right behind Hurricane Dream in the French Derby.)
But on Sunday he was back on Hurricane Dream, who despite having to face Derby fourth Dawn Intello
and having to find 8 pounds on paper, was bet down to favoritism for the mile-and-a-quarter Prix
Nureyev (named after Barry Irwin’s all-time favorite French 3-year-old).
Dawn Intello looked to be home and dried a little more than a furlong and a half from home, as he had
tracked the first two around the course and was positioned to draw off to victory. PCB initially had HD
in last, spent most of the race in front of a single horse and remained in hand well before the rider of
Dawn Intello had pushed the button to go after his assured victory.

When Boudot was ready, he was towards the inside and easily could have slipped between horses to
challenge Dawn Intello inside of him. Instead PCB maneuvered Hurricane Dream outside of his rival,
which ate up some valuable time. When he was set for his challenge, PCB had about a furlong left
before reaching the wire. Boudot had no trouble getting the favorite to accelerate on a dime. HD went
right up alongside of Dawn Intello, looked him squarely in the eye and drove past him.
In the end the margin was a short head. Either Dawn Intello came back on or Hurricane Dream eased
himself up a bit once he figured he had the race won. Knowing Hurricane Dream, the connections think
the winner eased himself close home.
In congratulating Team Valor on the win, the publisher of Jour de Galop noted the race had the look
and feel of a Group race, not a Listed one.
PCB told the connections before the Derby that, if ridden correctly, he had a big chance to finish in the
top 3. Sunday’s race showed that had Boudot been on Hurricane Dream he very well might have hit
the board. The win was number 4 in 5 starts for the winner.
He is that race runner whose Timeform ratings have improved in each of his races, starting out last
year on a mark of 81 and progressing to 84, 102, 107 and now 113.
JOUR DE GALOP had the following coverage:

PRIX NUREYEV (L): HURRICANE DREAM
FINALLY A BLACK TYPE WINNER!

